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Abstract 

 

The researchers attempt to study the technical performance of the" star trek" skill both qualitatively and 

quantitatively in order to identify its origin and rules to help clarify these principles for the Spikers, the 

trainers and those who may interest in volley ball by identifying the relation between the power- time 

curve prosperities and jumping height during performing the star trek serve skill for the volleyball 

Spiker. The researcher used the descriptive approach to study the correlations and their cases as it's 

suitable for solving the research problem. The research sample consisted of (6) spikers of the Iraqi 

National Team who perform the star trek serve skill. The research sample was photographed by a 

Chinese (Casio) video camera with frequency (240 p/s).The (Zebris) power measuring bench was 

placed after the final line of the court and 10 cm from the final line off the court. It was analyzed by 

applying the( Kinovea) program, and the data was processed statistically by using the statistical pouch 

program (SPSS ver.23) After discussing the results, the most important result was a significant 

correlation between the mechanical variables of the power- time function (minimum landing force, the 

minimum landing force time, maximum hitting force, maximum bending of the knee joint of the 

pushing leg, the angle of the trunk at the maximum bending of the knee joint of the pushing leg, rising 

angle) during high jumping. 

 

Key Words: bio-mechanical, kinetic analyzing, mechanical variables, time- power curve, volleyball, 

sky ball serve" star trek" 

 

1- Introduction 

 

Harnessing the biomechanics science has a great impact on improving the skill performance level of 

many events and sports, whether individual or collective games, such as volleyball where the 

responsible greatly look out for this science because it helps them in developing their spikers, as well 
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as, elevating their levels. Since most of this game skills are characterized by kinetic speed, it's not valid 

or non- objective to judge them through the naked eye or the field experience of the trainer in order to 

understand the skill and identify its mistakes, so the importance of mechanical analysis of kinetic skills 

in volleyball lies in breaking up the movement or the skill to be analyzed and studied in order to 

identify its kineticapraxia, and then explain the mechanical reasons for its success and failure. Success 

in all events and sports activities requires following up the right scientific method that achieves the 

goals set by trainers and experts to achieve the best breakthroughs. Volleyball is one of the games that 

require continuous searching and studying due to the multiplicity of its skills and the many variables 

that occur during matches; so it needs diversity of exercises to enable the spiker to be more proficient 

and more stable during performing skills. One of these skills is the star trek serve skill, which is also a 

basic offensive skill and the first offensive weapon in modern volleyball because of their impact on the 

defensive formations of the opponent team to prevent the ball from reaching the libero easily and 

therefore affects his offensive plans and facilitate the task of the back-row to block the balls coming 

from the opponent team or get a point directly. Volleyball spikers must realize that the serve is not just 

the ball crossing over the net but it should be performed perfectly and accurately so that they can score 

points through it. Therefore, the researchers decided to study and analyze this skill and identify 

correlations of some of its variables through kinetic and kinematic analysis to elevate to the perfect 

technical performance level. Thus, in this study we try to broaden the knowledge base to study the skill 

performance of the star trek serve skill of volleyball spikers, and to provide a new vision to improve the 

skill performance level through mechanical analysis. So, the researcher tries to study the technical 

performance of this skill to identify the bases and rules of the movement to help clarify these bases for 

spikers, trainers and those interested in volleyball. Full acquaintance of information related to the 

spiker movement, whether anatomically, mechanical, physiological or biological, is one of the key 

elements of the techniques success and volleyball technical skills developing. The results of tracking 

the movement study from a mechanical point of view contribute in remarkable progress of skills by 

finding kinetic solutions resulting from the perfect investment of the spiker's own self and related 

external forces that directly affect the skills performance. The skilled forming of the star trek serve 

depends on the apparent performance and external form of skill without deep understanding of the 

mechanical details and variables and relies on those variables to correct the errors associated with the 

performance of the new learners, which are often mechanical and thus acquiring skill by having skill 

errors in the youth stage and the stability of those errors in advanced stages, which makes it difficult to 

develop and modify the skill performance. Therefore, the researcher considered studying the most 

significant characteristics of power - time function for the spiker during performing the star trek serve 

skill and its impact on the jumping height during performing the star trek serve skill for volleyball 

spiker in order to help him identify and explain these characteristics for both trainers and spikers to be 

aware of their strengthens and weaknesses values to overcome them. 

 

2- The Two Research Objectives 

1- Identify the prosperities nature of time- power curve for sky ball serve" Star Trek" skill 
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2-Identify the relation between the prosperities of time- power curve for sky ball serve" Star Trek" skill 

and the high jumping during performing the star trek serve skill for the volleyball Spikers  

 

3-Research approach and its field procedures 

The researchers used the descriptive approach to study the correlations and their cases as it's suitable 

for solving the research problem, which means studying and deepening in the facts and the correlations 

between those facts, as well as, representing the  relations between the facts, realities and their 

correlation provide descriptions of all phenomena accurately and scientifically (Wajieh:1993). 

The researcher collects his data and information either from the whole indigenous community or from a 

sample representing this community (Ahmed: 1987), where the research sample was selected including 

(6) the professional volleyball Spikers of the Iraqi national team, who perform the star trek serve skill. 

The sample constituted a ratio (33.333) %) from the indigenous community. In order to be coherent, 

the sample was consistent in length, age, mass and training age. Where the value of this coefficient was 

less than (30%), which indicates the coherence of the sample (Wadih: 1999), (age 24.833 ± 2.858), 

(training age 9.667 ± 2.503 years), (length 190.168 ± 4.021 cm), (mass 86 ±7.694 kg) and (leg length 

101.833 .8 2.563 cm). A number of research tools and instruments were used (Arab and foreign 

references, legal volleyball court,( 5) legal balls, tape measure, Zebris power measuring bench,(1) 

Chinese Casio video camera with frequency (240 p/ sec), and  Pentium-4 computer). 

The researchers conducted an exploratory experiment on (3) spikers of the Iraqi volleyball Premier 

League; this experiment included identifying the force measuring device work by zeroing the bench 

according to the ground rigidity that shows its validity. This experiment has been conducted to find out 

the power imposed for the bench and how the forms, characteristics and values of curves are obvious, 

in addition to identifying the place and height of the camera. The research used the following 

mechanical variables: 

1-Maximum landing force: it is the highest value recorded on the curve within the landing stage on 

the bench, measured by Newton. 

2- The maximum landing force time: The taken time was counted for the nearest millisecond from 

the moment of contact with the bench until the maximum landing force was recorded. It was measured 

by Seconds.  

3- Minimum landing force: it is the lowest value recorded on the curve within the digging stage on 

the bench measured by Newton. 

4-- The minimum landing force time: The taken time was counted for the nearest millisecond from 

the moment of contact with the bench until the minimum digging force was recorded. It was measured 

by Seconds.  

5- Maximum hitting force: it is the highest value recorded on the curve within the final hitting stage 

on the bench measured by Newton 

6- The maximum hitting force time: The taken time was counted for the nearest millisecond from the 

moment of contact with the bench until the maximum hitting force was recorded. It was measured by 

Seconds.  
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7- Landing angel: It is the angle between the horizontal level and the line from the center of body 

weight and the anchor point of the landing foot in the first contact of the pushing leg with the bench; it 

was measured from the back by degrees 

8-Maximum bending of the knee joint of the pushing leg: it is the angle between the line from the 

ankle joint to the knee and between the line from the knee to the hip joint of the pushing leg; it was 

measured from the back at the lowest value by degrees 

9-The angle of the trunk at the maximum bend of the knee joint of the pushing leg: it is the angle 

between the horizontal line parallel to the ground from the hip joint and the line passing through the 

trunk; it was measured from the front at the lowest value of the knee joint by the degrees 

10-Rising angle: It is the angle between the horizontal level and the line from the center of the body 

weight and the anchor point of the rising foot in the last contact of the pushing leg with the bench ; it 

was measured from the front by degrees 

11- Jumping height: It is the length of the straight line between the vertical lines from the hip joint at 

the moment of leaving the bench to the intersection point with the horizontal line passing through the 

hip joint at the moment of hitting the ball is; it was measured by centimeters. The researcher conducted 

the main experiment on the research sample of (6) spikers on 11 and 13/1/2019, where the sample was 

photographed by a Chinese-made video camera (Casio) type with a frequency of (240 p/s) placed on a 

tripod through all technical performance stages of the skill, at a distance (5.50 m) from the place of the 

spiker performing the star trek serve skill and the height of the lens (2 m) from the ground. The Zebris 

power measuring bench was placed far away from the final line of the courtat 10 cm off the court. And 

then the experiment was conducted and several attempts for each spiker were photographed to choose 

the best attempt, where the spiker steps closer to the bench of strength measuring and jumps to perform 

the star trek serve skill. One of the analyzing programs was used with a developed calculator to get 

more accurate results. ( Kinovea) which is a specialized program focusing on the computer was used to 

analyze sports movements to figure out the values of angles, dimensions and times after transferring 

files (video clips of the movement) and open them through the program which is an integrated file 

allowing users of this system to show the video collection in the form of animated thumbnails that can 

be saved and referenced, allowing them to encode certain movements within the video and detect 

movement in frame after frame or slow motion, and enable them to add any content to their videos by 

using drawing tools and adding different shapes such as lines and arrows with a description of the sites. 

The data were statistically processed using the statistical bag program (SPSS ver. 23) through the 

following rules (1- Arithmetical mean, 2-standard deviation, 3-percentage, 4-simple correlation). 
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4- Discussion of the Results 

 

Table (1) 

Shows the arithmetical mean and standard deviation values of the mechanical variables for the 

research sample 

 

N mechanical variables 
Measuring 

unit 
h ±n 

1 Landing angel degree 60.833 3.189 

2 Maximum force for landing Newton 1748.667 282.049 

3 The maximum landing force time second 0.077 0.034 

4 Minimum force for landing Newton 612.167 44.933 

5 The minimum landing force time second 0.198 0.026 

6 Maximum hitting force Newton 995.833 51.332 

7 The maximum hitting force time second 0.083 0.027 

8 Maximum bending of the knee joint of the pushing leg degree 119.5 8.408 

9 
The angle of the trunk at the maximum bend of the 

knee joint of the pushing leg: 
degree 105.667 7.737 

10 Rising angle degree 84.333 4.131 

11 Jumping height  cm 92.667 7.448 
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Table (2) 

Shows the correlation coefficient values between the mechanical variables and the jumping 

height for the search sample 

 

N mechanical variables 
Jumping height 

correlation 

coefficient 
Sig 

1 
Landing angel 0.811 0.050 

2 
Maximum force for landing 0.052 0.921 

3 
The maximum landing force time 0.346 0.502 

4 
Minimum force for landing 0.866 0.026* 

5 The minimum landing force time 
0.884 0.019* 

6 
Maximum hitting force 0.869 0.025* 

7 
The maximum hitting force time 0.751 0.085 

8 Maximum bending of the knee joint of the pushing leg 
0.824 0.044* 

9 
The angle of the trunk at the maximum bend of the knee joint 

of the pushing  leg: 0.908 0.012* 

10 
Rising angle 0.0901 0.014* 

 

From the table above, there is no significant correlation between some biomechanical variables of the 

force-time function (maximum landing force, time taken for the maximum landing force, the maximum 

hitting force time, landing angle) with the jumping height variable. This is due to the difference in the 

spikers' levels, in addition to the choice of each spiker to the best position to bend and hit and the 

difference in the spikers' strength level, as well as, closer steps to lean on the bench, all contributed to 

not correlate with the jumping height. 

 

Discussing the results of the correlation values of the variables of the minimum landing force and 

the maximum hitting force and the time taken for the minimum landing force with jumping height 

 

Force plays a prominent role in achieving good results when playing sports, especially in terms of 

producing power at the right moment and speed, as the concentration of power with increased speed is 

one of the characteristics of good skill performance (Seddiq: 1980). The power focusing on the bench 
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is an indicator for the spiker's rush (approximate speed); and this time may be long or short according 

to the horizontal speed obstruction, as the spiker attempts at the maximum bending to convert the 

horizontal speed to semi-vertical. Basing on this, the great approximate speed requires a great force in 

order to obstruct the horizontal speed and turn it into semi-vertical; therefore, the relationship between 

the two forces will be significant (the minimum landing force and the maximum hitting force), as the 

minimum landing force will match the maximum hitting force when contacting, which in turn movesto 

the maximum final hitting force. The minimum landing force is the most critical moments of the stage 

affecting the technical performance level and the required preparing for hitting as a result of the 

increased load on the pushing leg, which requires increasing in the force exerted at the end of the 

blockingstage of its standardized relationship affecting the total hitting force, so we discovered that it is  

the most important impact on the technical performance level; thatwas confirmed by some references 

as one of the most important requirements of the stage (Karl: 1985). In addition, this relationship 

resulted from the low values in the blocking stage and because of the short time at this stage, which 

means if a significant change in the momentum of the body, the spiker must use a great hitting within 

using a small space of contact with the ground and by the law Newton III, the ground returns this 

hitting to the body, which in turn moves as it has less mass than the earth. When the force is great and 

the time is short, the spiker gets a big hit. At this stage, there is a change in the body's momentum 

direction from the horizontal to the semi-vertical direction and at every moment of performance 

(rising) the body possesses kinetic energy and potential energy, which collectively constitutes total 

mechanical energy. The taken time for the blocking force impact occurs between the initial and final 

hitting time which is very important in the hitting process as it’s a combination of the sum of 

multiplying force by time. The sudden change of the body state influenced by force is directly related 

to the element of time (Talha 1993). Therefore, the time of the hitting stage will correspond to the final 

hitting time, which in turn affects the total hitting time, so the spiker must be careful to synchronize the 

use of force and harness it through the appropriate bending and stretching and transfer it through the 

body joints within the flow of movement temporally and spatially. If there's no corresponding such as 

early or late bending, it leads to losing the force. In addition, at this stage of (the minimum force stage) 

the body weight line is heading downwards. When the body begins to descend gradually through 

bending the knee joint of the pushing leg, the force that works downwards is the body weight plus the 

force used towards the ground; thus the body moves downwards, but the earth reaction is less than the 

weight of the body. Hence, we conclude that when the body direction is downwards, the earth reaction 

force is less than the body weight force; therefore the force will be low, and the body must be in a 

vertical position and on the force effect line because the vertical position qualifies it to achieve better 

force (Wadih: 1993). Maximum hitting force variable is one of the most important variables in 

carrying out this skill, as a volleyball spiker is characterized by exerting all his myodynamic to achieve 

the vertical distance required to hit the ball in the shortest possible time, because the speed of jumping 

depends on the total exerted forces in the required direction with appropriate flying angle to achieve the 

skill goal. It's mentioned that developing the exerted force during the movement and in a right scientific 

technique is the basic rule for a better level of performance (Soliman and Awatef: 1978). 
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Discussing the results of the correlations between the maximum bending of the knee joint of the 

pushing leg, the trunk angle during the maximum bending of the knee joint of the pushing leg 

and the jumping height 

 

The right timing and kinetic sequence during technical performing and the bending and stretching 

movements of the body joints directly related to the movement of the rest of the body including the 

trunk which is approximately 43% of the body mass, it means that the right timing between the bending 

and stretching movements is closely related to the movement of the rest of the body parts which results 

in goodkinetic transferring and therefore an appropriate reaction (Saeb: 1991). In this skill, there is a 

bend in the knee and the trunk angels because the kinetic speed and acceleration that precede the 

instantaneous stopping of the pushing leg for changing the momentum direction will enable the spiker 

to adapt two perfect angles in order to block force and reduce inertia, in addition to preventing injuries 

resulting from the legs' muscle fibers tension which sometimes reach its maximum degree. Bending of 

the knee joints and trunk before the moment of leaving in accordance with the performance 

requirements and kinetic duty, which provides a great elementary force, increases acceleration, as well 

as, the trunk position that begins to tilt resulting in generating torque that causes the trunk to gain 

angular speed and thus angular momentum during the tilt process and then bend forward, 

helpinggenerate extra force. There are two basic principles that can be applied, especially in running, 

jumping and throwing when the spiker is interested in getting maximum speed and force. They're 

defined as using all joints that can be used, as well as, using each joint in its order and timing (Peter: 

1996), where the rising angles can be in the desired direction if the true path of force was used by all 

joints involved in muscular action and its proper timing to determine the correct path to the spiker's 

weight center. 

 

Discussing the results of correlation between the rising angel variable and the jumping height: 

The researchers attribute the reason for the significant correlations to the performance nature of this 

skill because it needs sufficient vertical and horizontal pushing to jump and reach the appropriate 

height in order to hit the ball in the right place and time, in addition to the speed of the center of the 

body's weight, which requires both pushing and time elements. When pushing increases with less time, 

the speed will increase in this skill, which requires the highest vertical flight distance through the 

highest point of the hip joint at the moment of hitting the ball and the highest speed of the body weight 

center which expresses decreasing in the exerted effort. Therefore, the transitional speed of the body 

requires a lot of searching and finding out the possibility of shifting the speed from the horizontal to the 

semi-vertical direction during the  rising process, which is one of the key factors in success when 

applying effective rising in order to achieve the mechanical goal of  the movement.  the rising angle in 

this skill plays an active role in determining the correct path to the body's weight center beyond the 

rising i.e.(flying stage); this requires perfect investment towards the path to be achieved through the 

effective stretching of the knee joint of the pushing leg before the moment of leaving. Wolf pointed out 
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that if the  effective force doesn't impact during the rising of a work line that passes through the body 

weight  center  away from the torque setting, it will cause the body to tilt in the opposite direction 

(Wolf Can: 2001). Accordingly, the rising angle has contributed in determining the final work of the 

star trek serve skill during jumping after leaving the ground in accordance with the mechanical 

requirements of this skill. Therefore, this angle is one of the variables related to the angle stretching of 

the knee joint of the pushing leg before the moment of leaving and the accompanied force of the 

ground reaction, which matches determining the special kinetic form of the body and having the right 

position of the body weight center path, which is represented in warming up the appropriate and right 

position of the trunk during performing the star trek serve skill while jumping in order to achieve 

kinetic apraxia for both the trunk and arms. There's no doubt that the rising angel is one of the main and 

significant elements that works on determining the height level which the spiker's weight center can 

reach. In this regard, Samir has confirmed that the angel measurement is subjected to the performing 

nature of the skill to be carried out (Samir: 1999). The objective of modern mechanical analysis studies 

is how to get the greatest mechanical energy and the possibility of retaining a significant amount of it 

during the rising stage. We can get energy from increasing approximate running and the movement 

speeds of the limbs so that we can’t loss a significant amount of mechanical energy, which helps the 

spiker to rise from the right angle and at the right time to perform the star trek serve skill perfectly. 

Accordingly, the rising angle determines the right position of the body at the moment of pushing, and 

the body's weight center path cannot be changed in the required direction after the rising process (after 

leaving the bench), as well as, it draws the final path of the movement of the body's weight center 

according to the mechanical requirements of the jumping skill. The rising angle works on retaining the 

amount of movement in such a way that the spiker might not lose speed during flying; the loss of 

movement decreases in case of appropriate angles (Yaroub: 2001). 

 

Conclusions 

1- There is a similarity in the form nature of the power-time function characteristics for the star trek 

serve skill of volleyball because it contains two peaks; the first was the primary force (maximum 

landing force) and the second was the final force (maximum pushing force). 

2- The landing force on the bench is much greater than the maximum final pushing force in all 

performance of the star trek serve skill of volleyball. 

3- There is a difference in the characteristics of the recorded curves between the performance and their 

impact time along the stages of the star trek serve skill of volleyball recorded on the bench. 

4- The characteristics of the mechanical variables curves achieved in the step are conditioned by two 

matters; the first is legal by not committing a mistake and the second is mechanical to convert these 

variables from their horizontal to vertical shape during performing the star trek serve skill of volleyball. 

5- Some mechanical variables of the power-time function which are (maximum landing force, 

maximum landing time, maximum pushing time, landing angle) have no impact on the jumping height 

for the star trek serve skill of volleyball. 
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6- Some mechanical variables of the power-time function which are (minimum landing force, 

minimum landing force time, maximum pushing force, maximum bending of the knee joint of the 

pushing leg, angle of the trunk at the maximum bending of the knee joint of the pushing leg, rising 

angle) impact on achieving the best jumping height in the star trek serve skill of volleyball. 
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	II. APPLICATION FEATURES
	“Iraqi Tourism Guide”,The androidfound portable app, The system gives its clients the simplicity and adaptability to fulfill the need of visitors in Iraq whenever, anyplace. In this manner, The significant highlights of the app includes an electronic...
	II. TECHNOLOGIES USED

	XML: - It is known as marking environment which characterizes a lot of gathering of principles for encoding a account in an arrangement what is both intelligible just as machine-decipherable. The plan point of XML stress straightforwardness, All-inclu...
	Java:- It is  publishing environment explicitly intended for utilized in nature of the web.
	It was design like close-by C++ to such an extent that own the "appearance and feel" for C++ language, in any case, it is more simple to use than C++ and stress an item situated programming model. Java can be utilized to structure a total applications...
	React:-Here and there alluded to as React.js, is a java script system created by Facebook and discharged as not closed source on 2013so as to help the advancement network to manufacture interfaces. Facebook needed a structure that could take care of t...
	React Native: It is a java content structure for structure local versatile applications. It utilizes the React structure and offers huge measure of in fabricate parts and Android Programming Interfaces. It is a java content system for composing genuin...
	At the end of the day, web engineers would now be able to compose versatile apps that appearance and feel really "native", all from the solace of java content library that was at that point show and love. Besides, on the grounds that a large portion o...
	Android Studio:-Android is another, cutting edge versatile working framework. Android portable app improvement depends on java environment codes.
	It is a significant stage to create versatile app utilizing the product stack [5].
	Android Emulator:-It reproduces Android gadgets on the pc so we can test the app on an assortment of gadgets and Android Programming Interface levels without needing each physical gadget. The emulator gives practically the majority of the capacities o...
	The emulator accompanies predefined setups for different Android telephone, Wear OS, tablet, and Android television gadgets [7].
	IV. IMPLEMENTATION
	The app was implemented based on Android Studio 2.2 which bases Java JDK Version 1.8 to supply a robust, easy to use arrangement. It tends to be introduced on any Cell phone with android OS Variant Number 6.0.1 Marshmallow providing Target Programming...
	React Native approach stage highlights like the telephone camera, or the client's area. React Native presently underpins the two iOS and Android, and can possibly extend to future stages also [8].  Facebook has reported another system named React Nati...
	As a result of the development and availability of transportation means paved the way for the various segments of the developed society to participate in tourist demand. Thus, tourism has been integrated as a phenomenon and has expanded considerably b...
	With react, virtual Document Object Model goes about as a covering between the designer's portrayal of what things should appear, and the job done to really render the app onto the site. To render intuitive UIs in a program, designers must alter the p...
	Figure (1): Execute computation in the virtual DOM controls rendering in the program DOM
	In Figure.2 show how the react native work, Rather than rendering to the program's DOM, React Native summons,  java Android Programming Interfaces for delivering to android parts, or target C APIs render to iOS segments.
	This groups react native separated from different cross stage application advancement choices, which regularly end up delivering online perspectives.
	Figure (2): React can deliver to various targets
	This model orders the client to associate his account to the system in ready to get to the framework.
	One more capacity under the Appraisals Model is it likewise enables the client to rate a visitor goal from one to five stars.
	This module produces month to month and yearly records for the most favored visitor goals per locale and for the entire Iraq, and of the evaluations of every traveler goal. [9]. In the previous section, we depict specialized subtleties of our app. We ...
	V. ADVANTAGES OF REACT NATIVE
	The way that React Nativereally delivers utilizing its host stage's standard rendering Android Programming Interfaces empowers it to emerge from most current strategies for cross-stage app advancement,for example Ionic or Cordova. Existing strategies ...
	VI.THE MOBILE APPLICATION
	Advancement of clever visit direct framework is to update the data dimension of the travel industry, and to accomplish self-the travel industry of sightseers. The app we configuration comprises of two pieces of server part and versatile customer. This...
	[6].
	Figure (3): Android Stage Diagram
	VII. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
	The research presents clever versatile "Iraqi Tourism Guide"app for giving the vacation spot around dependent on client inclinations and current circumstance [1].In figure(4) shown the home page of our application.
	Figure (4): Home Page
	Lately, the fast advancement of PDA and portable web innovation has given great stage and chance to electronic evidence app.
	The presence of keen visit direct framework not just catch up with the lack of conventional visit control administration, yet in addition meets the customized needs of vacationers. In this research, we mostly expand the plan and improvement procedure ...
	See figure (1) show how to use the android emulator to build the Iraq Tourism Guide for practical information as an example, it explain car rentals, cash points, currencies, hairdresser, money exchange and tourist info office.
	Figure (5):  practical information
	See table (1) shown the administrations given by Iraqi Tourism Guide. For example Navigation, Practical Information, Festival, Shopping, Food Services, Security, Emergency, Safety, The Last News, Sports and Accommodation.
	Table1. Mobile Services Categories
	VIII. Conclusions

	In this research, we present Iraqi Tourism Guide app for smart phones. The most significant component of this app is the client get vacationer data on single touch. The outcome empowers the work to build up the iTourism versatile application so as to ...
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	The relationship between female students' physical measurements and serving accuracy in the Badminton
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	The research purpose is Identifying the relationship between the physical measurements of the second grade female students of the Faculty of Physical Education and Sports Science, ThiQar University and the (long- short) serving accuracy in the Badmin...
	Research Hypothesis
	There is a statistical moral relationship between the physical measurements of the second gradefemale students of the Faculty of Education and Sports Science, ThiQar University and the (long-short) serving accuracy in the Badminton.
	Previous Studies
	1- The study of Emad Nazim Jassim Al-Dulaimi (2005) (3) entitled 'The contribution rate of some anthropometric measurements and physical abilities to the basic skills of football players'. The study aimed to identify the relationship between some anth...
	The most significant results were:
	Confirming the linear relationship achieved in general between the anthropometric measurements and basic skills on one hand and elevating to the high level of that relationship between the physical abilities and the basic skills on the other hand, as...
	2-The study of Mekky Mahmoud Hussein (1989) (:11) entitled "Some physical measurements and their relationship with some elements of physical fitness of football players". The researcher has used the descriptive approach. The sample size was about (90)...
	The most significant results were: There's a moral correlation between the kinetic speed and the physical measurements, as well as, a moral correlation between the explosive force of the two legs and the chest width.
	3-The study of Nabil Shaker (1990) (:12) entitled "The relationship between some physical measurements and skill tests as an indicator for selecting the football players of ages (12-15) ".The study aimed to identify the relationship between some physi...
	The most significant results were:
	There's a moral correlation between the measurements and the study tests according to the strength of its statistical significance.
	Research Sample:
	The research was performed in the Faculty of Physical Education and Sports Science, Thi- Qar University on (28)  female students in the second grade of the school year 2018/2019 AD. The research continued for a month to verify the researchHypothesis.
	The researchers selected the sample of (28) femalestudents in the second grade at the Faculty of Physical Education and Sports Science- Thi- Qar University, in the school year (2018/2019 AD).
	The Procedures:
	-Scoring
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